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Concrete is highly compatible with fast 

construction, from rapid mobilisation with readily 

available materials on demand, through to modern 

methods of construction, including sophisticated 

formwork systems, post-tensioning and precast 

elements. Fast programmes can be associated with 

reduced costs for site preliminaries, less disruption 

to neighbours and potentially earlier occupation or 

practical completion. Speed of construction is not, 

however, always an overriding necessity for every 

project or even every element of construction. 

Managing the pace of a build can be driven by cash 

bringing the product to market at the right 

moment may be more critical. In this instance, the 

local and ready availability of concrete and masonry 

products is an advantage, with short order times 

possible to enable a client to respond to sudden 

changes in programme. 

Generally, buildings with in-situ concrete frames 

take no longer to construct than steel-framed 

buildings. Indeed, they can be faster, as shown by 

cost and programme studies carried out by Davis 

Langdon to compare structural frame options for 

concrete construction for a commercial building 

gave an eight-week saving in lead time during 

which the site would have been established and 

75% of the substructure could be constructed. 

Of course, the speed of construction is also 

process – factors such as agreeing the detailed 

design or the room layout for services – combined 

with the procurement route and type of contract. 

design-and-build approaches lend themselves 

to concrete construction, because the ability to 

accommodate late information and variations is 

be let before the design of following packages has 

It can be more important to consider the whole 

project programme rather than just the speed of 

frame very quickly if the walls and roof can’t keep 

pace, and this situation may even be detrimental 

for some structural materials, vulnerable to 

periods in changing weather conditions. Such 
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With its inherent robustness and resilience to 

all types of weather it is a natural contender for 

early installation on site, to provide a safe working 

environment and protected conditions, allowing 

services installation and follow-on trades to 

reduces or even eliminates the need for some 

construction phase.

Concrete construction has undergone a 

years. Prerequisites for fast construction in 

any material are design discipline, repetition, 

design details, and this also applies to concrete. 

Forming the concrete into shape could potentially 

be the most costly and labour-intensive part of  

modular formwork standardises and mechanises 

and on site standardised formwork systems are 

simple and quick to erect and move. It is now 

standard to achieve 500m2 per week per crane. 

Rationalising reinforcement, or prefabricating it, 

also helps. 

Precast concrete can offer further programme 

savings, depending on the type of system used. 

Pre-made standardised products such as blockwork 

or paving are readily available; bespoke structural 

systems require a longer lead time but can be 

quickly assembled on site straight from the 

delivery vehicle. 
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